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A case by Rootclaim, presented by Yuri Deigin



An Introduction: Yuri Deigin

Drug developer and biotech entrepreneur currently
leading a startup developing partial reprogramming

gene therapies for Alzheimer’s and other diseases

I won't be delving into the probabilistic inference aspect of
the analysis, except to showcase the numbers. That will be

discussed by Saar in Session 3. 



Genetics of SARS-CoV-2: Main Points

SARS2 is exactly the virus expected to leak from the WIV in 2019.

It has several genetic features which are extremely rare in nature,
but reasonable to expect from a lab.

Low genetic variability early in the pandemic is indicative of a quick,
localized jump of a virus that is already pre-selected for human

tropism and possibly further adapted for it in human cells and/or
humanized mice, as expected in a lab leak, but not in zoonosis.



Point 1

 SARS2 is exactly the virus expected to leak
from the WIV in 2019.



What the WIV works on

They collect and research SARS-like and MERS-like
coronaviruses

Conduct gain-of-function research on them

Special interest in Furin Cleavage Sites (FCS)



Furin Cleavage Sites were a focus of coronavirology in 2019

 Ralph Baric
speaking in China

in early 2019 about
engineering novel

chimeric CoVs:

“Studies to alter pathogen properties of
viruses can use several approaches,
including selection pressure to drive

evolution toward a phenotype as well as
deliberate design. Potential opportunities

might include building chimeric viruses
with altered structures for the receptor
for viral entry, or those that incorporate
changes to other virulence determinants

or that modulate host-pathogen
interactions.”

2019 Beijing paper that engineered a novel RRKR furin cleavage site
in a chicken coronavirus 
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The DEFUSE Proposal
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DEFUSE vs. SARS2 Comparison

DEFUSE Proposal SARS2 

Screen for / create human ACE2 match.
A spike that is unusually well adapted
to human ACE2 from day 1. No need to
adapt like in SARS1.

Manipulate N-glycans.
Missing N-glycan that increases
infectivity in human lung cells (but bad
for enteric).

Introduce human specific cleavage sites
if missing.

FCS, first one ever in sarbecoviruses.



Comparing all DEFUSE activities

These are all the activities
mentioned in the DEFUSE
chapter relevant to GoF. 

To verify there is no
cherry-picking.



Highest Affinity to Human ACE2

Early adaptation will be discussed later https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-92388-5/tables/2



Missing N-Glycan

SARS2 has another unique feature mentioned in DEFUSE not yet seen in
any natural SARS-like viruses – an ablated N-linked glycan at position

N370. Importantly, the T327A mutation greatly increases SARS2 infectivity
in human lung cells but, just like an FCS, this kind of a mutation seems to

have selective pressure AGAINST it in ancestral bat viruses.

DEFUSE’s interest in N-linked glycans stems from a very curious observation about
SARS1 whose bat progenitor seems to have temporarily lost two of its N-linked glycans

in civet SARS1 progenitors before re-acquiring them, and this led virologists to
hypothesize that those glycans could be relevant for host switching. This is described in

DEFUSE in a somewhat convoluted way:



“N-linked glycosylation: Some glycosylation events regulate SARS-CoV particle binding
DC-SIGN/L-SIGN, alternative receptors for SARS-CoV entry into macrophages or

monocytes. Mutations that introduced two new N-linked glycosylation sites may have
been involved in the emergence of human SARS-CoV from civet and raccoon dogs. While
the sites are absent from civet and raccoon dog strains and clade 2 SARSr-CoV, they are
present in WIV1, WIV16 and SHC014, supporting a potential role for these sites in host
jumping. To evaluate this, we will sequentially introduce clade 2 disrupting residues of

SARS-CoV and SHC014 and evaluate virus growth in Vero cells, nonpermissive cells
ectopically expressing DC-SIGN, and in human monocytes and macrophages anticipating

reduced virus growth efficiency. ”

Missing N-Glycan

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/21066966-defuse-proposal


Missing N-Glycan

A paper cited in DEFUSE 2007 researched the 5
civet progenitor strains of SARS1 and showed that
initially those strains did not have glycans around

positions N227 and N699 but then eventually
acquired them in civet progenitors and kept in

human SARS1.

SOURCE: The paper cited in DEFUSE is a 2007
work by Han et al. titled “Specific Asparagine-
Linked Glycosylation Sites Are Critical for DC-

SIGN- and L-SIGN-Mediated Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus Entry”.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2168787/


Missing N-Glycan

The DEFUSE authors noted that the bat progenitor strains like WIV1/Rs3367 or SHC014 also have glycans at
those positions. This is what likely made the DEFUSE authors interested in the host jumping potential of

these glycans and potentially genetically modifying them to further study their role:

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2168787/


Missing N-Glycan

Circling back to the DEFUSE proposal, the N370 glycan in SARS2 is the same glycan as N357 in
SARS1 which was found to be important for DC-SIGN binding in 2006:

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2168787/


Missing N-Glycan

Now, the loss of the N370 glycan by SARS2 has been shown to greatly
increase its infectivity in human cells: 

 “Using a reverse genetics system to generate a SARS-CoV-2 mutant containing the
putative ancestral SNP, we show that the A372T S mutant virus replicates over 60-

fold less efficiently than WT SARS-CoV-2 in Calu-3 human lung epithelial cells
(Figure 4d). Further, growth of the A372T S mutant was reduced greatly for multiple
days, which may be indicative of an effect on viral shedding kinetics in humans. We
also generated the D614G S mutant here—reported widely to increase SARS-CoV-2
infectivity (Korber et al., 2020)—which only increased viral titers by a maximum of

2.9-fold in Calu-3 cells compared with the WT, a finding that is consistent with
previous results (Plante et al., 2021).”

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2168787/


Missing N-Glycan
However, this mutation is unlikely to have arisen in bats as it is detrimental to oral-fecal

transmission (which SARS-like CoVs rely on in bats; this is also likely why we don’t see an FCS
in bat SARS-like CoVs).

“Why do all bat SC2r-CoVs retain T372, not A372, in their spike proteins, even though the A372 mutant showed
substantially higher infectivity than T372? Since the fecal-oral route plays a vital role in bat CoV transmission
among bats, we hypothesized that fecal-oral transmission might favor S proteins in all "down" conformation

during natural selection, and T372A change might cause some RBDs to assume “up” conformation, which might
be detrimental for the survival of S proteins during their passage through the bat stomach. The pH of an

insectivorous bat stomach is around 5.633. To test this hypothesis, WT and T372A mutant S pseudovirions were
treated with TPCK trypsin at pH 5.5 at 37 °C, a condition roughly mimicking bat stomach digestion. With increase

of trypsin concentration, both WT and T372A pseudovirions lost significant amount of infectivity (Fig. 4b, c).
However, the speed and extent of infectivity loss varied significantly between WT and T372A mutants (Fig. 4b, c).

While a brief 10 min treatment of trypsin at 2.5 μg/mL resulted in over 96.6% and 99.9% loss of infectivity for
BANAL-20-52 T372A and BANAL-20-236 T368A mutants, respectively, WT BANAL-20-52 and BANAL-20-236 S

pseudovirions retained more than 37% and 21% of infectivity (Fig. 4b, c). Moreover, even after 40 min digestion
with trypsin at 2.5 μg/mL, WT BANAL-20-52 and BANAL-20-236 pseudoviruses still retain over 23% and 14% of

infectivity, respectively, whereas T372A and T368A mutants almost completely lost infectivity (Fig. 4d, e).”

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2168787/


Point 2

SARS2 has several genetic features that are
extremely rare in nature, but reasonable from a lab.



The Furin Cleavage Site

Furin cleavage sites are not common in coronaviruses, and never
appeared in SARS-related coronaviruses before or since SARS-CoV-2. 



The FCS Alone is Given Low Weight

Given that we have a bat coronavirus pandemic, it is not
unreasonable to expect the new virus to have a novel
feature that increases its ability to infect humans. 
An FCS seems unlikely for sarbecoviruses specifically, but
hard to estimate by how much. 
So by itself, the FCS is given little probabilistic weight.

The strong evidence lies in the specific way it appears: as a
clean 12nt insertion that uses rare CGG-CGG codons.



Factor 1 - The FCS is cleanly inserted

Misalignment -
not an insertion

The following slides compare the last third of SARS2 to BANAL-52. 

Non Synonymous
Substitution

Synonymous
Substitution
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Factor 1 - The FCS is cleanly inserted

Misalignment -
not an insertion



Factor 1 - The FCS is cleanly inserted



Factor 1 - The FCS is cleanly inserted

Deletion at end
of genome



Rarity of long insertions in SARS-CoV-2

An insertion is the rarest type of mutation. Long insertions are even rarer.

https://www.mdpi.com/1422-0067/24/10/9072
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8077628/


Factor 2 - Arginine CGG-CGG Coding Unlikely in Nature

CGG is the rarest codon in SARS-like viruses (and most viruses).
Appears in 2.6% of Rs in the SARS2 genome (outside the FCS).
Here it appears in both Rs, in the most critical feature of SARS2.
“In fact, we have checked all 255 sarbecovirus strains present in GenBank that have
protein annotations, and with the exception of SARS-CoV-2, none have two consecutive
arginines coded by CGGCGG anywhere in their genomes (on average, each sarbecovirus
strain has 12 arginine doublets in its annotated proteins).” 
Doesn’t appear in any FCS of other viruses.

The two Arginine (R) amino acids use the CGG codon.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7487440/
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/bies.202100137
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/bies.202100137
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/bies.202100137
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/bies.202100137
https://www.preprints.org/manuscript/202102.0264/v1


Factor 2 - Arginine CGG Frequency in SARS2

Following Peter’s feedback, we obtained
another source for CGG frequency, which
agrees with our previous source:

(11-2)/(350-2) = 2.6%

Recreating from scratch in code the exact
alignment of a virus is an error prone
process. We could not invest the time to
identify the exact problem but suspect
the issue lies in correctly identifying
open reading frames which can be tricky
in CoVs.

https://www.preprints.org/manuscript/202102.0264/v1


Factor 2 - Arginine CGG-CGG Coding Reasonable for a Lab

The exact reason WIV may choose these specific codons
is yet unknown.
However, we know they are not limited by whatever
natural selection pressures made it rare in nature. 
Even as a random choice (1/6 vs 2.6%, squared) it is much
more likely (41x)
CGG is top of mind for human genetic engineers: Moderna
has recoded 39 of the 42 SARS2 spike arginines by CGG
while Pfizer has recoded 19 of 20 CGx spike arginines by
CGG
One possible reason: Using a rare codon allows easy
screening of samples where the FCS has mutated away.

Specifically, this sequence introduces a new FauI
restriction site.

Why would WIV choose these codons?



Factor 2 - Arginine CGG-CGG Coding Reasonable for a Lab

And yes, FauI has been used in virology before, even for RFLP screening (e.g. in 2019):



 Why the Leading Proline?

The amino acid sequence of the insert is PRRA, while theoretically RRA
would suffice. There are several coronaviruses in nature with a P near the
S1/S2 junction. Since this feature exists in nature, and is not necessary in

engineering, it is claimed to be evidence for zoonosis.

In general, it is difficult to claim a very low probability for specific features based only on having ‘no known
reason to engineer them’, as we don’t know the exact intentions of the scientist. 

Nevertheless, there are two reasonable explanations for inserting the Proline

MERS also has a Proline just before its FCS, which could
provide inspiration for a lab to experiment with it.

RmYN02 S1/S2 cleavage site is PAAR, similar to SARS2’s PRRAR. So if anyone in WIV came across a RmYN02-like
virus with a PAA fragment (they had 180 unpublished viruses), they could choose to simulate how this could turn
into a MERS-like FCS in nature. PRRAR FCSs were actually found in nature, among felines. Moreover, in 2017 Ben
Hu of WIV thanked Libiao Zhang for collecting many samples across China. A 2019 paper by Zhang was based on

samples from a location just 15 km away from where RmYN02 was found.

https://x.com/ydeigin/status/1574056462644645890?s=20
https://twitter.com/ydeigin/status/1670997468220096513


FCS Summary

While it’s possible a coronavirus will develop an FCS naturally and start a
pandemic. If that happens, we expect it to look wildly different:

Not be the first virus in its family to have an FCS.

Created by a small number of SNVs relative to original virus, rather than a clean
insertion (e.g. PAAR in RmYN02 is just a single nucleotide mutation away from RAAR).

If by insertion, a small one (e.g. 3 nt).

If by a long insertion, the sequence would come from another part of the virus 
(but even that would already be very rare).

Use common codons of the original virus.



Point 3

Low genetic variability early in the pandemic is
indicative of a quick, localized jump of a virus that is

already pre-selected for human tropism and possibly
futher adapted for it in human cells and/or humanized

mice, as expected in a lab leak but not in zoonosis.



Genetics of Early Cases

In this section, we will show that:

Early cases had low genetic variability,
indicative of a short, localized jump to

humans.

The market was dominated by later strains,
indicative it is not a spillover location.

Low early mutation rate, indicative of prior
adaptation to humans.



Low genetic variability of early cases, indicative
of a short, localized jump to humans1



Low Genetic Variability 

nextstrain build targeted at SARS-CoV-2
genomes from Dec 2019 through Jan

2020, totaling 549 viruses

https://twitter.com/trvrb/status/1408080697374347268
https://twitter.com/trvrb/status/1408080697374347268
https://twitter.com/trvrb/status/1408080697374347268
https://twitter.com/trvrb/status/1408080697374347268
https://twitter.com/trvrb/status/1408080697374347268


 Pekar et al. claim of 2 separate jumps is erroneous

Erratum reduced
Bayes Factors by ~6x 

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.adl0585

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.adl0585


A/B lineages are likely not separate jumps

Only 2 mutations
apart, not 10

This can happen in a single individual, as seen in
the Diamond Princess cruise ship analysis. 

In that case we will never see an intermediate genome

Alternatively, the intermediate could
have died out, which is likely to happen

when still few people are infected.
source

https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.2006824117


Other Pekar et al. issues

Pekar et al. is just one model based on a
simulation, there are others:

Pekar threw out intermediate genomes:



Pekar et al. threw out valid A/B intermediate genomes

This further challenges the
Pekar et al. hypothesis of two
distinct SARS2 introductions



Earliest sampled A genome had an extra mutation

Earliest lineage B and lineage A
were only 5 days apart and A

already had an extra mutation
(T4946C) away from bat

consensus, meaning that it
likely was circulating for some

time before being sampled.



Pekar et al - Issues with Spillover Time Modeling

Due to the market bias, lineage A is expected to
have been sampled less and later

This bias must be corrected before using these data to
assume jump dates (”garbage in garbage out”)

One of the two mutations from A to B is not synonymous,
and B appears to be more infectious.

It is therefore possible that this specific mutation was under strong selective pressure
and therefore emerged faster than others, making genetic clock models inaccurate.



Two Jumps in this Pattern are Likelier in a Lab Leak 

Even if there were two separate jumps, since they occurred in the same location
within a short time frame, they don’t strengthen the zoonosis case:

Two spillovers can well
happen in a lab; One of

the three SARS1 lab
leaks had two jumps
from the same lab.

Importantly, two spillovers from wildlife imply many infected animals in contact with
humans, which would make it much more unlikely that Wuhan will be the only outbreak. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7096887/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7096887/


Comparing to SARS1 emergence

A long period of sparse
infections over

multiple locations,
until the

superspreading event

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2435571/



Comparing to HIV

Source

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2935100


Comparing to MERS

Source

https://elifesciences.org/articles/31257#s1
https://elifesciences.org/articles/31257#s1


A/B lineages - Summary

Expectation
Zoonosis should show multiple jumps, more

than 2 mutations apart, in multiple locations.

Reality
SARS2 shows one location in short time, likely

from a single jump.



Market is dominated by a later strain, indicative
it is not a spillover location2



A is ancestral to B, and the market is dominated by B

But all 16 earliest Wuhan patients with link to the market had lineage B

(to be addressed in detail later)

Also, all  positive environmental samples in the market, except one, were
lineage B, and the sole lineage A sample has provenance issues

Lineage A is two mutations closer to ancestral bat viruses than
lineage B and almost certainly B evolved from A before

eventually outcompeting it into oblivion.



Outside the
market, lineage A

accounted for 33%
of Wuhan early
cases, and was

quickly overtaken
by B

A is ancestral to B, and the market is dominated by B



A is ancestral to B, and the market is dominated by B

However, lineage A itself is
not at the root of the SARS2

ancestry tree because
several phylogenetically

earlier genomes are known,
i.e. ones that have even

fewer mutations than
lineage A when compared
to bat viruses like RaTG13

or BANAL-52.



A is ancestral to B, and the market is dominated by B
One such mutation is C18060T and several investigators of SARS2 phylogeny (like
Bloom or Kumar et al. 2021) think that it is likely that the earliest ancestor of all
human SARS2 viruses had that mutation. 

Such an ancestor is
sometimes called
proCoV2, and it is
basically lineage A with
the C18060T mutation
(so, in total, it is 3
mutations away from
Huanan market’s
lineage B: C8782T,
C18060T, and
T28144C).



While the situation with early Wuhan patient data is unclear, we do have some
evidence that a number of early patients in Wuhan were infected by proCoV2:

The result from forensic metagenomics efforts by I. Csabai & N. Solymosi 
Bloom has shown that there were a number of reads that are potentially
consistent with a proCoV2 infection (as we see reads for all 3 of its key
mutations, C8782T, C18060T, and T28144C)
While read count is low, they are the most popular in all samples, making a
misread unlikely. The lower counts are likely due to mixing with lineage B.

 

A is ancestral to B, and the market is dominated by B

https://assets.researchsquare.com/files/rs-1177047/v1_covered.pdf
https://assets.researchsquare.com/files/rs-1177047/v1_covered.pdf


A is ancestral to B, and the market is dominated by B

The mutation was a reversion
(around 3% probability to hit an
existing mutation, and not
necessarily to the original nt)
This was the strain that jumped
from wildlife

This moves the jump date
earlier to allow time for an
extra mutation, invalidating
all the A/B dating.

   This means either:

Bloom has found early sequences even ancestral to A



A is ancestral to B, and the market is dominated by B

Sample C2 is missing C28144T,
meaning it is lineage A.

There are a total of 4 mutations in
the 5 lineage A samples, making a

reversion possible but unlikely
(3% x 4 times x 

reverting to the original nt)

Note: Only mutations above 21,570 are shown



A is ancestral to B, and the market is dominated by B

Some early genomes from both outside Wuhan and outside China show that there
were dozens of early patients infected by strains that were ancestral to those seen

in the Huanan market lineage B patients

In a nutshell

Earlier lineages were in circulation before a lineage B variant
triggered the Huanan market superspreading event

It is clear from the genetics of the market cases that they
were too far away from being the origin of the virus.

The most likely explanation is that earlier lineages were in circulation before a
lineage B variant triggered the Huanan market superspreading event, thus

further explaining why it concentrated early search efforts 



Huanan had only 1 lineage A sample but:

A is ancestral to B, and the market is dominated by B

it was an environmental sample, found on a glove

had additional mutations (G26262T, C6145T, and possibly T24979C)

The lineage A genome was recovered only after passaging the A20 sample in culture, while direct
sequencing of the A20 sample yielded only 22 SARS2 reads and no reads covering positions 8782 or

28144. Additionally, the original A20 sample had a very high PCR Ct value so it’s very surprising to see
a viable virus come out of that sample

Thus it is possible the lineage A genome in A20 was not present originally but was
introduced during viral passaging of the sample in culture 



Market is dominated by a later strain

No other jump detected, whereas SARS1 had at least three: 

This is especially difficult to explain when claiming wildlife transported over 1000s of
km did not reach any place other than Wuhan, or infect others on the way.

Additionally, that is inconsistent with the two spillovers claim
 two spillovers from two animals imply an even more widespread animal trade which surely
should have left many traces and intermediate animal genomes — as in the case of SARS1 

Singapore - 2003

Taiwan - 2003

China - 2004

BSL-3

BSL-4

BSL-2

Foshan, Guangdong Province, China
(Nov 2002) - Started with a farmer

Guangdong Province, China (Jan 2003)
- Hotel Guest

Guangdong Province, China (Jan 2004)
- Restaurant serving civets



Low early mutation rate, indicative of pre-
adaptation to humans3



Low early mutation rate

SARS2 mutation
rate is fairly

constant since
the start

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMsb2104756
https://www.mdpi.com/1999-4915/14/9/2009

https://elifesciences.org/articles/65365



Low early mutation rate (vs. deer)

Figure S13. Evolutionary rates during early phase of SARS-CoV-2 outbreak in humans. The posterior distributions of evolutionary rates (substitutions
per site per year) for five partitions of the SARSCoV-2 genome (ORF1a, ORF1b, ORF3 – ORF8, spike (S), and nucleocapsid (N) are presented for three

datasets: variant in white-tailed deer (blue); variant in humans (pink); and 786 early strains of SARS-CoV- 2 in humans from Pekar et al.1 Alpha is
presented above (n = 786) and delta below (n = 1094). Similar plots are available for variant data only (human vs. deer) for the alpha variant (Figure S11)

and delta variant (Figure 4C). Mean values and 95% HPD are available for each partition and dataset in Table S5

To test this hypothesis, we conducted an additional comparison with early SARS-CoV-2 strains collected in
humans during December 2019 to February 2020 that were used in Pekar et al.. The overall rate of SARS-
CoV-2 evolution was significantly higher in early human strains (1.3 × 10−3 substitutions/site/year; 95%

HPD 1.1–1.6 × 10−3) compared to the alpha and delta strains that emerged in humans later in the pandemic
(5.9–6.0 × 10−4), but not as high as the deer rate (1.6–1.8 × 10−3) 



Low early mutation rate

Pekar et al. The molecular epidemiology of multiple zoonotic origins of SARS-CoV-2

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9348752/


Comparing to SARS2 in Minks

In contrast, SARS2 did have 
an initial period of 4-13x faster

mutation rate when jumping from
humans to minks 

 https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/36751428/



Low Early Mutation Rate is More Likely for a Lab Leak

Could happen by chance, if a virus with an RBD perfect for human
ACE2 (like BANAL-52) infects an intermediate host which then gets
transported to Wuhan via wildlife trade
Long cryptic transmission during the RBD adaptation - unlikely for a
virus with severe symptoms

Under Lab Leak: The low early mutation rate is expected under DEFUSE
style research, which screened for RBDs that match human ACE2.

Under Zoonosis, two options: 



Summary - Best Explanations

FCS - Ignored (despite no precedence in sarbecovirus)
12nt Clean Insert

If basing on frequency of large insertions, probably over 1000x. 
Similar estimate if looking at the coincidence of the only long insertion
happening to be in the most important feature of the virus.

Best explanation is there is some unknown reason why an FCS specifically
should emerge with a long insertion. Years of discussions have yielded no such
suggestion. Estimated at 50x, Low of 20x.
CGGCGG - Best explanation is the first CGG is random, and the second was a
duplication event (more likely given the insert). 10x.

Leading Proline 
Could be inspired by MERS or the PAA sequence in bat coronaviruses. 

Why insert RRA and not RAR (for a more canonical RARR)? 
Others have done it and they could be testing PAA -> PRA -> PRRA. 

In any case, hard to say any lab action is unreasonable, as it’s hard to cover all the
possibilities. (See further discussion in the response deck)



Summary - Updated Probabilities

Weighted:
99.9%


